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In a previous study, parent– child praise was observed in natural interactions at home when children were 1,
2, and 3 years of age. Children who received a relatively high proportion of process praise (e.g., praise for
effort and strategies) showed stronger incremental motivational frameworks, including a belief that intelligence can be developed and a greater desire for challenge, when they were in 2nd or 3rd grade (Gunderson
et al., 2013). The current study examines these same children’s (n ⫽ 53) academic achievement 1 to 2 years
later, in 4th grade. Results provide the first evidence that process praise to toddlers predicts children’s
academic achievement (in math and reading comprehension) 7 years later, in elementary school, via their
incremental motivational frameworks. Further analysis of these motivational frameworks shows that process
praise had its effect on fourth grade achievement through children’s trait beliefs (e.g., believing that
intelligence is fixed vs. malleable), rather than through their learning goals (e.g., preference for easy vs.
challenging tasks). Implications for the socialization of motivation are discussed.
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Laboratory and field studies have shown that praising children
for hard work, good strategies, focus, or perseverance (process
praise) influences children’s beliefs about human attributes and

their desire for challenge (Gunderson et al., 2013; Kamins &
Dweck, 1999; Mueller & Dweck, 1998). For example, in a recent
study, children who heard a greater proportion of process praise at
home from their parents when they were 1 to 3 years were more
likely to believe traits such as intelligence are malleable and to
prefer challenging activities at ages 7 to 8 years (Gunderson et al.,
2013). These findings show that early praise can predict later
beliefs about intelligence and its malleability. In other work,
beliefs about the malleability of intelligence have been shown to
influence the academic achievement of middle school (e.g., Blackwell, Trzesniewski, & Dweck, 2007) and elementary school (Park,
Gunderson, Tsukayama, Levine, & Beilock, 2016; Stipek & Gralinski, 1996) children. Taken together, these findings raise a critical question: does the kind of praise children hear early in life
relate to their academic achievement trajectories for years to
come? The present study addresses this question, and explores the
hypothesis that praise at home during the preschool years predicts
children’s beliefs about intelligence and its malleability—their
mindsets—in early elementary school, which, in turn, predicts
academic achievement in later elementary school.
Mindsets set in motion a coherent system of beliefs, attributions,
and attitudes toward challenge that we refer to as motivational
frameworks (e.g., Blackwell et al., 2007; Dweck, 2006; Dweck &
Leggett, 1988). For example, children who believe that a trait like
intelligence is malleable (an incremental mindset about intelligence) tend to focus on learning, believe in the efficacy of effort,
attribute their setbacks and successes to their effort and strategies,
and show resilience in the face of difficulty; that is, they have an
incremental motivational framework. These beliefs and behaviors
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lead them to seek challenges and increase their abilities, which, in
turn, has the potential to foster academic success. In contrast,
viewing intelligence as unchangeable (a fixed mindset) leads children to be concerned about their level of fixed ability (e.g., how
smart am I?) and to avoid challenges that might reveal that they
have low ability (e.g., Blackwell et al., 2007; Dweck & Leggett,
1988); that is, to have a fixed motivational framework. Such
children may do well in subjects that come easily, but struggle to
remain motivated when facing challenging material. Incremental
motivational frameworks have been found to predict academic
achievement in first and second grade children (Park et al., 2016)
and in older students (Blackwell et al., 2007; Romero, Master,
Paunesku, Dweck, & Gross, 2014; Stipek & Gralinski, 1996).
Moreover, teaching students an incremental motivational framework can improve academic performance in middle-school to
college-age students by helping them remain engaged with academic material even when it becomes challenging and effortful
(Blackwell et al., 2007; Good, Aronson, & Inzlicht, 2003; Aronson, Fried, & Good, 2002; Paunesku et al., 2015).
Individual differences in motivational frameworks are seen as
early as preschool (Giles & Heyman, 2003; Heyman, Dweck, &
Cain, 1992; Kinlaw & Kurtz-Costes, 2007; Smiley & Dweck,
1994) and can be traced back, at least in part, to how children are
praised. Laboratory studies have established that praise of children’s process (e.g., “good job working hard”) rather than ability
(e.g., “you’re good at that”) encourages them to approach tasks
with an incremental motivational framework (Mueller & Dweck,
1998; Kamins & Dweck, 1999; Corpus & Lepper, 2007; Zentall &
Morris, 2010), even in children as young as 4 and 5 years (Cimpian, Arce, Markman, & Dweck, 2007). Importantly, the proportion of praise young children hear that is process praise has been
found to predict incremental motivational frameworks in a naturalistic longitudinal study. Gunderson et al. (2013) found that
children who heard a relatively large proportion of process praise
at home from their parents when they were 1 to 3 years were more
likely to hold an incremental motivational framework 5 years later,
at ages 7 and 8 years, than children who received a smaller
proportion of this kind of praise from their parents (see also
Pomerantz & Kempner, 2013, for an example of related effects
with older children).
We therefore have evidence of links between process praise and
incremental motivational frameworks, and between incremental
motivational frameworks and academic achievement. However, to
our knowledge, no single study has ever evaluated the full trajectory of these relations, from praise heard early in childhood, to
mindsets in early elementary school, to academic achievement in
later elementary school.
We know that process praise to toddlers predicts children’s
incremental motivational frameworks in second and third grade
(Gunderson et al., 2013), and we hypothesized that these motivational frameworks would, in turn, predict children’s academic
achievement. Importantly, there is no reason to think that process
praise would affect academic achievement directly without first
facilitating the development of incremental motivational frameworks. If a direct relation exists between process praise and
achievement, we predict that the relation will be reduced to nonsignificance when the indirect relations between process praise, incremental motivational frameworks, and achievement outcomes are accounted for. In other words, we expect that children’s incremental

motivational frameworks will fully account for any relations between
early process praise and later academic achievement.
More specifically, one of our key hypotheses is that incremental
motivational frameworks will predict improvement in children’s
academic achievement between second grade and fourth grade.
Studies that examine relations between single measures of incremental motivational frameworks and recurring longitudinal measures of academic achievement typically find that the relations can
grow stronger over time (e.g., Blackwell et al., 2007; McCutchen,
Jones, Carbonneau, & Mueller, 2015). This increase in strength
may be because children with incremental motivational frameworks are likely to capitalize on learning opportunities because
they tend to seek learning as a primary goal, increase engagement
in response to setbacks, and enjoy taking on challenging learning
tasks. For a detailed discussion of social-psychological processes
that self-reinforce over time (see Yeager & Walton, 2011). In
contrast, children with fixed motivational frameworks are likely to
miss learning opportunities due to their preoccupation with appearing smart (rather than learning), withdrawing effort in the face
of setbacks, and avoiding challenges that might reveal low ability.
Thus, we expect process praise and incremental motivational
frameworks to predict fourth grade academic achievement, even
when second grade academic achievement is held constant.
Although it is possible that students’ second to third grade
incremental motivational frameworks would correlate with their
academic achievement in second grade, this was not one of our
predictions. From a methodological perspective, in the present
study, approximately half the children completed the motivational
frameworks measure a year after we assessed second grade
achievement (the other half completed the motivational framework
measure during the same year as second grade achievement).
Given that we expect motivational frameworks to predict later
achievement, the relation between second grade achievement and
second to third grade motivational frameworks does not provide a
clear test of this prediction. From a theoretical perspective, as
individual differences in motivational frameworks begin to develop in preschool (e.g., Giles & Heyman, 2003; Heyman, Dweck,
& Cain, 1992; Kinlaw & Kurtz-Costes, 2007; Smiley & Dweck,
1994), they may not stabilize and predict achievement until several
years later. However, as just described, we have strong reasons to
believe that motivational frameworks will predict improvement in
academic achievement between second and fourth grades (e.g.,
Blackwell et al., 2007; McCutchen et al., 2015; Stipek & Gralinski,
1996), and change in achievement over time provides stronger
evidence for the impact of motivational frameworks than does a
contemporaneous correlation.
We investigate these questions by examining academic achievement in the same sample of children described in Gunderson et al.
(2013). These children were videotaped at home in naturalistic
parent– child dyads at 1, 2, and 3 years of age and completed an
assessment of motivational frameworks at age 7 to 8 years. We
used a broad measure of motivational frameworks, including items
related to intelligence and sociomoral goodness, as children’s
motivational frameworks are typically consistent across these domains at this age (Heyman & Dweck, 1998) and items relating to
intelligence and sociomoral goodness were significantly correlated
in the present sample (Gunderson et al., 2013). As we have noted,
early exposure to process praise was found to predict incremental
motivational frameworks at age 7 and 8 in this sample (Gunderson
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et al., 2013). Here we ask whether these incremental motivational
frameworks, in turn, predict academic achievement 1 to 2 years
later.
We examined the relation of parent praise and motivational
frameworks to academic growth in three academic domains: mathematics problem solving, reading comprehension, and reading
decoding. We hypothesized that incremental motivational frameworks would robustly predict improvement in mathematics and
reading comprehension; we did not expect this relation to hold for
reading decoding, which we included to assess the divergent
validity of our findings. Motivational frameworks have their strongest impact when students experience challenge or feelings of
failure, and have less impact when students face low levels of
challenge (e.g., Grant & Dweck, 2003; Paunesku et al., 2015).
Both math and reading comprehension pose challenges to children
in the second to fourth grade age range; new skills are continuously introduced and students’ beliefs in their own competence
decline in both domains (e.g., Jacobs et al., 2002; Wigfield et al.,
1997). In contrast, reading decoding is a challenging skill primarily in earlier grades, pre-K to second grades, when children typically master skills such as phonological awareness and letter
knowledge (Chapman & Tunmer, 1995; Storch & Whitehurst,
2002; Treiman, 2000). During our time period of interest, from
second to fourth grades, growth in reading decoding skill slows,
whereas growth in reading comprehension continues at a steady
pace (Aarnoutse et al., 2001), suggesting that reading decoding no
longer poses a major challenge compared to these other domains.
To summarize, we hypothesized that parents’ process praise to
1 to 3 year olds would have a significant indirect effect on fourth
grade mathematics and reading comprehension (but not reading
decoding) mediated by second grade incremental motivational
frameworks. If the predicted relations between process praise,
incremental motivational frameworks, and math and reading comprehension are demonstrated empirically and longitudinally in a
naturalistic setting, it will provide groundbreaking confirmation of
predictions suggested by decades of research in social– cognitive
development.

Method
Participants
Participants were 53 children and their caregivers (29 boys, 24
girls; 34 White, 9 African American; 6 Latino[a]; 4 mixed racial
background; mean age at final academic achievement outcome
10.4 years, SD ⫽ .37) from the greater Chicago area, drawn from
a larger sample of 64 families (Goldin-Meadow et al., 2014). The
primary caregiver’s highest level of education was measured at the
time of entry into the longitudinal study. Years of education were
converted from categorical responses to numerical values (e.g.,
less than high school ⫽ 10 years; graduate degree ⫽ 18 years).
Primary caregivers were diverse in terms of their highest level of
education (M ⫽ 15.9 years, SD ⫽ 2.09 years; range ⫽ 10 to 18
years). Parents also reported their annual family income at the time
of entry into the study (categorical responses were converted to
numerical values at the midpoint of the category). Participants
were also diverse in terms of annual family income at time of entry
into the study (M ⫽ $61,698, SD ⫽ $31,328; range ⫽ less than
$15,000 to more than $100,000).
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Missing Data
Following Gunderson et al. (2013), we included in our main
analyses the 53 families who had completed all three praise observations and the measure of children’s motivational frameworks.
Eleven families were excluded from the initial sample due to
incomplete observations of parents’ praise (n ⫽ 6) or a missing
measure of children’s motivational frameworks (n ⫽ 5).1 Because
the academic achievement measures were taken across several
different sessions over a period of years, 6 of these 53 children are
missing at least one achievement score. We wanted to avoid
further restricting our already small sample, so we retained children with missing measures of academic achievement in the final
sample. We note that the degrees of freedom for zero-order correlations vary due to differences in missing data across achievement domains and time points. (See the online supplemental material for a complete summary of missing data for each measure.)
Our main analyses use full information maximum likelihood
(FIML; Muthén & Muthén, 1998 –2012). In contrast to traditional
techniques for dealing with missing data, such as listwise deletion,
FIML uses all available data to estimate the model parameters.
FIML is both more unbiased and more efficient than other methods
of dealing with missing data, such as listwise deletion and pairwise
deletion (Enders & Bandalos, 2001). FIML estimation leads to
unbiased estimates when data are missing completely at random
(MCAR) and when data are missing at random (MAR; e.g., Enders
& Bandalos, 2001; Graham, Hofer, & MacKinnon, 1996). To test
whether these conditions were met, we assessed the pattern of
missing data following the guidelines of Tabachnick and Fidell
(2007). For each endogenous variable, we tested mean differences
between missing and nonmissing dummy variables for each predictor variable. All ps ⬎ .05. We also ran logistic regression
analyses for each endogenous variable predicting missingness
from all of its predictor variables. All ps ⬎ .05. Finally, Little’s
(1988) MCAR test (obtained using SPSS missing values analysis)
also was nonsignificant. These results indicate that there is no
evidence for a relationship between missingness and the observed
data, and the missing data can best be characterized as MCAR
(missing completely at random).

Procedure
See Table 1 for a summary of the timing of assessments. All
measures were collected at children’s homes.

Measures
Parent praise. Parent praise was sampled during 90-min naturalistic observations in children’s homes at child ages 14, 26, and
38 months, during which children and caregivers carried out their
daily activities. Parents and researchers were blind to the current
study’s hypotheses. Praise utterances were further coded as belonging to three praise categories—process praise, person praise,
1
For consistency with prior work, we chose to restrict our sample to the
53 parent– child dyads reported in Gunderson et al. (2013). This subsample
included only dyads who had complete data for praise and motivational
frameworks. However, we also repeated our main path analyses including
all available data (i.e., N ⫽ 60 parent– child dyads who had at least some
data on dependent variables). The pattern of results remained the same.

WJ-III Calculation
Gates-MacGinitie
Reading Test
WJ-III Word
Identification
and WJ-III
Word Attack
M ⫽ 10.1 years, SD ⫽ .38 M ⫽ 10.4 years,
years
SD ⫽ .37 years

Spring

M ⫽ 8.0 years, SD ⫽ .20
years
1 to 3 years
Child chronological age

Mathematics
achievement
Reading Comprehension
Achievement
Reading Decoding
Achievement

Proportion of process
praise
Motivational
frameworksa

Child age 14
months
Child ages 14, 26,
and 38 months
Socioeconomic status

M ⫽ 8.1 years, SD ⫽ .37
years

WJ-III Calculation
WJ-III Passage
Comprehension
WJ-III Word
Identification
and WJ-III
Word Attack
M ⫽ 8.4 years,
M ⫽ 8.2 years, SD ⫽ .15
SD ⫽ .38 years
years
WJ-III Applied Problems

Questionnaire Part 1 (n ⫽ 17 Questionnaire Part 2 (n ⫽ 12
children, Mage ⫽ 8.2
children, Mage ⫽ 8.6
years, SD ⫽ .15)
years, SD ⫽ .17)
n/a
Questionnaire Part 1 (n ⫽ 36 Questionnaire Part 2 (n ⫽ 31
children, Mage ⫽ 8.3,
children, Mage ⫽ 8.0,
SD ⫽ .20)
SD ⫽ .20)

M ⫽ 8.6 years, SD ⫽ .17
years

WJ-III Applied Problems

Fourth grade
Winter
Winter
Third grade
Autumn
Spring
Second grade

Winter
Autumn
Ages 1 to 3 years
Measure

Table 1
Summary of Content, Children’s Chronological Ages, and Timing of Assessments
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a
Some children received the motivational frameworks measure in second grade and others received it in third grade because the original sample of infants recruited in 2002 who entered the study at
age 14 months entered kindergarten during different academic years, according to their schools’ entrance requirements (e.g., children with spring and summer birthdays usually entered kindergarten
1 year earlier than children with late autumn birthdays). These different kindergarten-entry dates meant that our sample was split between second and third grades during the academic year 2009 –2010
when motivational frameworks were measured. WJ ⫽ Woodcock-Johnson Tests of Achievement.
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and other praise. (For more details on this coding scheme and
intercoder reliability, see the online supplemental material.)
Process praise. Process praise was defined as praise emphasizing children’s effort (e.g., “good job trying to put that back”),
strategies (e.g., “I like it when you do it all different colors”), or
specific actions (e.g., “great catch”). Process praise accounted for
18.0% (SD ⫽ 16.3%) of praise across ages. We considered process
praise as a proportion of total praise (arcsine transformed) to
control for overall amount of praise.
Person praise. Person praise indicated that the child had a
fixed, positive quality, for example, “Good girl” and “Let’s show
her how smart you are.” Person praise accounted for 16.0% (SD ⫽
14.4%) of praise and was considered as a proportion of total praise
(arcsine transformed) in our analyses.
Other praise. Other praise was not clearly person- or processdirected, for example, “Good!” and “Yay!” Other praise accounted
for 66.0% (SD ⫽ 19.8%) of praise, and was considered as a
proportion of total praise (arcsine transformed) in our analyses.

Motivational Frameworks
Children’s motivational frameworks were assessed using questions about belief in the stability of intelligence and sociomoral
traits (e.g., “Imagine a kid who believes that you can get smarter
and smarter all the time. How much do you agree with this kid?”),
orientation toward learning goals (e.g., “How much would you like
to do math problems that are very hard so you can learn more
about doing math?”), and attributions (e.g., “Think of kids in your
class who get a lot right on their schoolwork. Why do you think
they get a lot right?”). All items were adapted from Heyman and
Dweck (1998) and Kinlaw and Kurtz-Costes (2007). (For a full list
of items, see the online supplemental material.)
Each child completed these questions out loud with an in-person
experimenter during two separate sessions in order to minimize
task time and accommodate the other testing these children were
completing as part of the larger language development study
(Goldin-Meadow et al., 2014). The questionnaires were administered approximately 3 months apart, in fall and winter of a single
academic year (2009 –2010), when children were either in second
or third grade. Although children were in different grades during
this academic year, they were no more than 1 year apart in
chronological age at the time of the assessment.
Given that motivational frameworks may be difficult to assess in
children this young, we were interested in assessing motivational
frameworks broadly rather than assessing a single subcomponent.
Therefore, we chose to create a composite measure that would
encompass the suite of interrelated beliefs, goal orientations, and
attribution styles that are associated with incremental motivational
frameworks (e.g., Blackwell et al., 2007). Items were standardized
and averaged to create a composite, where higher scores represent
more incremental motivational frameworks (Cronbach’s ␣ ⫽ .70).
Although we used the overall motivational framework score in
our main analyses, we also examined two theoretically distinct
subscores: a “trait beliefs” subscore that was composed of 14 items
that assessed the belief that traits are fixed versus malleable
(Cronbach’s ␣ ⫽ .65), and a “learning goals” subscore composed
of eight items that assessed preference for challenging versus easy
tasks in service of learning goals (Cronbach’s ␣ ⫽ .69). (See the
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online supplemental materials for items; two open-ended items
could not be grouped into either category.)

between subtests were high, r(50) ⫽ .81, p ⬍ .001, for second
grade and r(48) ⫽ .80, p ⬍ .001, for fourth grade.

Academic Achievement

Control Measures

As noted, we measured achievement in three domains: mathematics, reading comprehension, and reading decoding. These measures were taken in second and fourth grades to assess how process
praise and incremental motivational frameworks influence improvement in academic achievement, controlling for previous
achievement. These tasks were part of the primary focus of the
larger study of language development (Goldin-Meadow et al.,
2014) and were collected as part of that study for all children in the
study in both second and fourth grades. All tasks came from the
Woodcock-Johnson III Tests of Achievement (Woodcock,
McGrew, & Mather, 2001) and the Gates-MacGinitie Reading
Tests (MacGinitie & MacGinitie, 1989).
When more than one measure was available for a single domain,
as was the case for math achievement and reading decoding, scores
were standardized and averaged to create a composite. Given our
relatively small sample, we chose composite scores instead of
latent variables for our path models to avoid adding model parameters.
Mathematics achievement. The Woodcock-Johnson III Applied Problems subtest, in which children solve math word problems, and Calculation subtest, in which children solve arithmetic
problems, were used to measure mathematics achievement. Correlations between these subtests were r(39) ⫽ .53, p ⬍ .001, for
second grade and r(48) ⫽ .62, p ⬍ .001, for fourth grade.
Reading comprehension. The Woodcock-Johnson III Passage Comprehension, in which children read passages and supply
missing words, was used to assess second grade reading comprehension. The Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test, in which children
silently read passages and answer multiple-choice questions, was
used to assess fourth grade reading comprehension.
Reading decoding. The Woodcock-Johnson III Word Attack
task, in which children read phonetically plausible nonwords, and
Word Identification task, in which children read English words,
were used to measure reading decoding achievement. Correlations

Parents’ socioeconomic status (SES). Because SES predicts
academic achievement (e.g., Chatterji, 2006; Duncan & Magnuson, 2005), our analyses controlled for parent SES, as assessed
by family income and the primary caregiver’s years of education at
child age 14 months. Principal components analysis yielded one
factor that weighted income and education positively and equally,
accounting for 72% of the variance, which served as our measure
of SES.
Overall parent talk. We considered the quantity of parents’
child-directed speech as an additional control for parent– child
engagement. We measured parent talk during the same 90-min
home observations in which parents’ praise was measured, at child
ages 14, 26, and 38 months. As noted earlier, children and caregivers carried out typical daily activities in these sessions. The
total number of utterances the parent directed to the child during
the three 90-min sessions was recorded. Utterances consisted of a
word, phrase, or sentence within a single conversational turn, with
separate utterances demarcated by voice intonation contours. Intonation patterns were used to demarcate utterances because in
naturalistic speech, grammatical and semantic boundaries are often
ambiguous (Huttenlocher, Vasilyeva, Waterfall, Vevea, & Hedges,
2007).

Results
Preliminary Analyses
Table 2 presents zero-order correlations between variables. As
reported previously, process praise (as a proportion of total praise)
given to children ages 1 to 3 years predicted incremental motivational frameworks at ages 7 to 8 years, r(51) ⫽ .34, p ⫽ .011
(Gunderson et al., 2013). As reported by Gunderson et al. (2013),
parents’ person and other praise were not significantly related to
children’s incremental motivational frameworks in second or third

Table 2
Zero-Order Pearson’s Correlation Coefficients for Each Variable (N ⫽ 53)
Variable
1.
2.
3.
4.

a

Process praise
Person praisea
Other praisea
Incremental motivational frameworks
(second or third grade)
5. Math (second grade)
6. Reading comprehension (second grade)
7. Reading decoding (second grade)
8. Math (fourth grade)
9. Reading comprehension (fourth grade)
10. Reading decoding (fourth grade)
11. Socioeconomic status
12. Overall parent talk
a
ⴱ

1

2

3

—
–.14
–.70ⴱⴱⴱ

—
–.58ⴱⴱⴱ

—

.34ⴱ
.21
.12
.03
.33ⴱ
–.02
–.07
.09
.28ⴱ

–.05
–.15
–.15
.03
–.23
–.24
–.00
–.16
–.25

–.26
–.06
.01
–.03
–.13
.19
.08
.08
–.01

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

—
.40ⴱⴱ
.14
.20
.49ⴱⴱⴱ
.32ⴱ
.19
.03
.18

—
.36ⴱⴱ
.39ⴱⴱ
.67ⴱⴱⴱ
.33ⴱ
.34ⴱ
.28ⴱ
.34ⴱ

—
.64ⴱⴱⴱ
.48ⴱⴱⴱ
.64ⴱⴱⴱ
.57ⴱⴱⴱ
.49ⴱⴱⴱ
.32ⴱ

—
.49ⴱⴱⴱ
.52ⴱⴱⴱ
.89ⴱⴱⴱ
.35ⴱ
.28ⴱ

—
.63ⴱⴱⴱ
.44ⴱⴱ
.36ⴱ
.44ⴱⴱ

—
.51ⴱⴱⴱ
.52ⴱⴱⴱ
.37ⴱⴱ

—
.35ⴱ
.35ⴱ

—
.46ⴱⴱⴱ

Percentage of total praise, arcsine transformed, measured at child ages 1 to 3 years.
p ⬍ .05. ⴱⴱ p ⬍ .01. ⴱⴱⴱ p ⬍ .001.
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grade (ps ⬎ .05; or to any of the academic achievement measures
in fourth grade, ps ⬎ .05) and are not discussed further (although
Pomerantz & Kempner, 2013, found that parents’ person praise to
their children at age 10 did predict fixed motivational frameworks
over a 6-month period).
Importantly, our new analyses showed that incremental motivational frameworks in second or third grade predicted children’s
fourth grade achievement in math, r(48) ⫽ .49, p ⬍ .001, and
reading comprehension, r(48) ⫽ .32, p ⫽ .023, but not reading
decoding, r(48) ⫽ .19, p ⫽ .186. We used a test very similar to
Fisher’s r-to-z transformation that uses a t-statistic and accounts
for shared variability among paired correlations (Revelle, 2015) to
determine whether there were any significant differences between
these correlations. The correlation between motivational frameworks and fourth grade math achievement significantly differed
from the correlation between motivational frameworks and fourth
grade reading decoding (t ⫽ 2.23, p ⫽ .03); no other differences
between these correlations were significant (ps ⬎ .10).
Motivational frameworks also significantly related to second
grade math achievement, r(49) ⫽ .40, p ⫽ .004, but not reading
comprehension or reading decoding achievement, r(50) ⫽ .14, p ⫽
.328, and r(50) ⫽ .20, p ⫽ .162, respectively. However, it is worth
noting that all of the correlations between incremental motivational frameworks and second grade achievement scores are positive; moreover, none of these correlations differed significantly
from the correlations between motivational frameworks and fourth
grade achievement in the same domain. We tested whether the
correlation between motivational frameworks and second grade
achievement differed from the correlation between motivational
frameworks and fourth grade achievement in the same domain, for
those students who completed all three measures. The difference in
correlations was not significant for math (t ⫽ .59, p ⫽ .56); for
reading comprehension (t ⫽ 1.19, p ⫽ .24); or for reading decoding (t ⫽ .12, p ⫽ .90).
Overall, second to third grade motivational frameworks were
positively related to achievement in second grade, and the relations
to achievement, particularly to math and reading comprehension,
became directionally more consistent by fourth grade. This pattern
is consistent with other studies that find motivational frameworks
become stronger, rather than weaker, predictors of achievement
over time (e.g., Blackwell et al., 2007; McCutchen et al., 2015).
The fact that about half of the sample completed its motivational
framework questionnaire nearly 1 year after their second grade
achievement measures may also explain why the relations between
motivational frameworks and second grade achievement were less
consistent than the relations between motivational frameworks and
fourth grade academic achievement.
We did not necessarily expect a direct relation between early
process praise and later academic achievement, and we did not find
direct relations between process praise and second grade academic
achievement (rs ⬍ .22, ps ⬎ .10). We also found nonsignificant
direct relations between early process praise and fourth grade
reading comprehension, r(48) ⫽ ⫺.02, p ⫽ .864, and reading
decoding, r(48) ⫽ ⫺.07, p ⫽ .636. However, we did find a direct
relation between early childhood process praise and fourth grade
math achievement, r(48) ⫽ .33, p ⫽ .021. Our main analyses,
reported below, test our prediction that this direct relation will be
rendered nonsignificant when the indirect path from process praise

to incremental motivational frameworks to fourth grade math
achievement is accounted for.
We also examined whether our control measures (SES, overall
parent talk, and child gender) related to praise, motivational framework, and achievement. SES was not significantly related to parents’ process praise, r(51) ⫽ .09, p ⫽ .528, or children’s incremental motivational frameworks, r(51) ⫽ .03, p ⫽ .815, but SES
was significantly and positively related to all child achievement
measures (rs ⬎ 0.27, ps ⬍ .05), consistent with previous research
(e.g., Chatterji, 2006). Overall amount of parent talk was positively
related to process praise (as a percent of total praise), r(51) ⫽ 0.28,
p ⫽ .045, but parent talk was not significantly related to children’s
incremental motivational frameworks, r(51) ⫽ 0.18, p ⫽ .206,
which suggests that the relation between process praise and incremental motivational frameworks is not merely a function of children hearing more overall talk. Overall parent talk was also significantly and positively related to all achievement measures in
second and fourth grades (rs ⬎ 0.27, ps ⬍ .05), which is consistent
with other research (e.g., Weisleder & Fernald, 2013) and highlights the importance of controlling for overall talk in our main
analyses.
We also found gender differences. Boys received a larger proportion of process praise as toddlers than girls, t(51) ⫽ 3.20, p ⫽
.002, d ⫽ 0.90, and had marginally stronger incremental motivational frameworks in second to third grade than girls, t(51) ⫽ 1.69,
p ⫽ .097, d ⫽ 0.47 (see Gunderson et al., 2013). Boys also had
significantly higher fourth grade math scores than girls, t(48) ⫽
2.83, p ⫽ .007, d ⫽ 0.82, a finding that may be specific to our
sample as gender differences in math achievement are generally
reported only at older ages (Hyde, Lindberg, Linn, Ellis, & Williams, 2008; Hyde, Fennema, & Lamon, 1990). No other significant gender differences were found. All path models therefore
control for the effect of gender on process praise, second grade
achievement, and fourth grade achievement.
Prior to conducting our main path analyses, we conducted
regression diagnostics to ensure that all model assumptions were
met. We examined these with respect to the key linear regression
in each model (i.e., regressing fourth grade achievement on praise,
motivational framework, second grade achievement, gender, and
SES). As detailed in the following text, we did not find evidence
for any violation of these assumptions.
Influential points. Visual inspection of scatter plots between
all variables did not suggest the presence of any influential points.
We also examined the potential presence of multivariate outliers
using Cook’s distance, with values greater than 1 considered
influential (Stevens, 2009), and Mahalanobis distance, with values
greater than 20.52 considered influential (20.52 is the critical value
for chi square, with ␣ ⫽ .001 and df ⫽ 5; Tabachnick & Fidell,
2007). No influential points were found (all Cook’s distances ⬍0.32, all Mahalanobis distances ⬍14.25).
Normality of residuals. Visual inspection of P-P plots of
residuals did not indicate any violations of the normality of residuals.
Linearity and homogeneity of variance. Visual inspection
of scatter plots between all variables did not suggest any violations
of linearity. To assess multivariate linearity and homogeneity of
variance, we plotted the standardized residuals against the standardized predicted values for each model. For each model, the
residuals were centered around zero, with relatively uniform vari-
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ance, indicating no violations of linearity or homogeneity of variance. In addition, visual inspection of residual plots regressing
motivational frameworks on process praise and regressing fourth
grade achievement on process praise, indicated that the arcsine
transformation of process praise as a proportion of total praise was
successful in yielding approximately constant variance.
Collinearity. To assess collinearity, we examined the variance inflation factors (VIFs) in each model, with VIFs greater than
10 indicating potential collinearity (Stevens, 2009). We found no
evidence for collinearity (all VIFs ⬍1.5).
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Path Analyses
Path analysis models tested our key prediction that process
praise early in development predicts improvements in later academic achievement via incremental motivational frameworks. Because incremental motivational frameworks did not predict reading
decoding, we do not report path analyses for reading decoding (see
the online supplemental material for a summary of this model). All
models were estimated using Mplus version 7.11, which uses
FIML to estimate model parameters using all available data
(Muthén & Muthén, 1998 –2012).

Main Path Analyses
We first report results from our main analyses, and then examine
the robustness of these results in alternative specifications. Figure 1
summarizes the main analyses’ structure and standardized coefficients
for significant paths. These models controlled for effects of parent
SES and child gender on second and fourth grade achievement, and
for effects of second grade achievement on fourth grade achievement.
Controlling for second grade achievement while predicting fourth
grade achievement allows us to investigate whether early process
praise and incremental motivational frameworks predict improvement
in academic achievement over time.
For direct effects, we estimated standard errors and confidence
intervals (CIs) using percentile bootstrap estimation with 1,000
draws, using the BOOTSTRAP command in MPlus version 7.11
(see Table 3). Bootstrapping is a nonparametric resampling procedure, in which each “draw” creates a new random sample, with
replacement, from the existing dataset (Bollen & Stine, 1990). The
parameter estimates are calculated for each resampled data set, and
the 95% CI is created by finding the values of the 2.5th percentile
and 97.5th percentile of the resulting parameter estimates. Bootstrap CIs do not assume that the distribution is symmetric, and
therefore can more accurately capture potentially asymmetric distributions, especially with small sample sizes (Bollen & Stine,
1990).
Fit indices suggest a well fit model for math: 2(4) ⫽ 1.93, p ⫽
.749, comparative fit index (CFI) ⫽ 1.00, root mean square error
of approximation (RMSEA) ⫽ .00 (90% CI [.00, .15]), and for
reading comprehension: 2(4) ⫽ 1.09, p ⫽ .897; CFI ⫽ 1.00,
RMSEA ⫽ .00 (90% CI [.00, .09]).
As reported by Gunderson et al. (2013), process praise at ages 1
to 3 years predicted children’s incremental motivational frameworks in second or third grade in both the math and reading
comprehension models (see Figure 1). In line with our new hypotheses, children’s incremental motivational framework in second or third grade predicted their fourth grade math and reading

Figure 1. A summary of path analyses of the effects of process praise on
academic achievement through incremental motivational framework after
controlling for prior achievement, child gender, and family socioeconomic
status (SES). Significant paths (paths with 95% bootstrap confidence
intervals [CIs] that do not include zero) are labeled with standardized
coefficients. Control variables and their relations to other variables are in
gray. Results are shown separately for math (top) and reading comprehension (bottom). Single-headed arrows represent paths of influence. Doubleheaded arrows represent correlations. Solid lines indicate significant effects, and dashed lines indicate nonsignificant effects.

comprehension achievement (Figure 1). Although early process
praise is correlated with fourth grade mathematics achievement,
this direct relation became nonsignificant when we controlled for
children’s incremental motivational framework in second grade (as
well as their prior achievement in the same domain, gender, and
family SES), consistent with the hypothesis that praise has an
indirect effect on math achievement via incremental motivational
frameworks.
Our main hypotheses involve testing the indirect relation from
process praise to motivational frameworks to fourth grade math
and reading comprehension achievement. Statisticians currently
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Table 3
Coefficients for Direct Effects in Path Analyses
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Model Path

Standardized
coefficient

Predicting fourth grade math achievement
Main analyses
Process praise ¡ motivational framework
Motivational framework ¡ fourth grade math
Process praise ¡ fourth grade math
Controls
SES ¡ second grade math
SES ¡ fourth grade math
Female ¡ process praise
Female ¡ second grade math
Female ¡ fourth grade math
Second grade math ¡ fourth grade math
Predicting fourth grade reading comprehension
Main analyses
Process praise ¡ motivational framework
Motivational framework ¡ fourth grade
reading comp.
Process praise ¡ fourth grade reading comp.
Controls
SES ¡ second grade reading comp.
SES ¡ fourth grade reading comp.
Female ¡ process praise
Female ¡ second grade reading comp.
Female ¡ fourth grade reading comp.
Second grade reading comp. ¡ fourth grade
reading comp.
ⴱ

.30
.24
.07

.25ⴱ (.11)
.57ⴱ (.24)
.14 (.25)

.27
.20
–.41
–.14
–.15
.47

.24ⴱ (.10)
.18ⴱ (.09)
–.37ⴱⴱ (.11)
–.26 (.23)
–.27 (.23)
.46ⴱⴱ (.16)

.34

.28ⴱ (.11)

.29
–.24

32.20ⴱⴱ (10.82)
–22.00 (12.04)

[8.77, 50.25]ⴱ
[–45.24, .69]

.49
.28
–.41
–.01
–.10

6.22ⴱⴱⴱ (1.68)
11.72ⴱ (5.17)
–.37ⴱⴱ (.11)
–.23 (3.40)
–8.18 (10.69)

[2.88, 9.54]ⴱ
[.13, 20.70]ⴱ
[–.58, –.15]ⴱ
[–7.32, 5.96]
[–29.59, 10.22]

.46

p ⬍ .05 (or 95% confidence interval [CI] does not include zero).

recommend directly testing for hypothesized indirect effects regardless of whether a direct effect (i.e., a relation between process
praise and fourth grade achievement) is present (Cerin & MacKinnon, 2009; Hayes, 2013; MacKinnon, 2008; Shrout & Bolger,
2002; Zhao et al., 2010). Indirect relations can hold between
independent and dependent variables even in the absence of direct
relations— especially in cases of small samples and large temporal
distance between these variables, as is the case in our dataset
(Cerin & MacKinnon, 2009; Fritz & MacKinnon, 2007; MacKinnon et al., 2002; Shrout & Bolger, 2002). As the temporal distance
between variables increases, it becomes more likely that any actual
direct effect will be influenced by random noise, additional unmeasured steps in the causal chain, or by competing causes (e.g.,
suppressor effects; Shrout & Bolger, 2002). Further, in cases of
full mediation, the statistical power to detect each path in a
mediational causal chain (e.g., process praise to motivational
framework and motivational framework to fourth grade achievement) is higher than the power to detect the direct effect (Shrout &
Bolger, 2002; Wolf, Harrington, Clark, & Miller, 2013).
Indirect paths were tested using bias-corrected bootstrap estimation
(MacKinnon, 2008; MacKinnon, Lockwood, & Williams, 2004;
MacKinnon, Lockwood, Hoffman, West, & Sheets, 2002), which
estimates the indirect effect by calculating the product of the connected paths (e.g., the path from praise to motivational framework,
and the path from motivational framework to achievement) and then
tests its significance based on an empirical approximation of the
sampling distribution. Bias-corrected bootstrap estimation is similar to
percentile bootstrap estimation, but incorporates a correction for bias
in the central tendency of the indirect effect (MacKinnon, Lockwood,

Unstandardized
coefficient (SE)

95% CI of unstandardized
coefficient (percentile
bootstrap with 1,000
draws)

[.02, .44]ⴱ
[.04, 1.02]ⴱ
[⫺.35, .63]
[.05, .44]ⴱ
[.01, .37]ⴱ
[–.58, –.15]ⴱ
[–.73, .18]
[–.71, .17]
[.19, .78]ⴱ
[.04, .47]ⴱ

1.52ⴱⴱ (.52)
ⴱⴱ

p ⬍ .01.

[.71, 2.75]ⴱ
ⴱⴱⴱ

p ⬍ .001.

& Williams, 2004). Bias-corrected bootstrap estimation is recommended for testing indirect effects because it substantially increases
power while maintaining accurate CIs, especially in small samples
(Fritz & MacKinnon, 2007; MacKinnon, Lockwood, & Williams,
2004). We used bias-corrected bootstrap estimation with 10,000
draws to compute 95% CIs around the indirect effects.
Using this technique, we found that the indirect path from early
process praise to motivational frameworks in second to third grade to
academic achievement in fourth grade was significant in the mathematics model (Figure 1a: bias-corrected bootstrap 95% CI [.03, .35])
and the reading comprehension model (Figure 1b: bias-corrected
bootstrap 95% CI [2.57, 19.83]). These relations held controlling for
family SES, gender, and second grade achievement as predictors of
fourth grade achievement in the same domain.2

Additional Path Analyses
As reported previously, we found significant gender differences
in the proportion of process praise received (boys received a higher
proportion than girls), marginal differences in motivational frameworks (boys had marginally stronger incremental motivational
frameworks than girls, see also Gunderson et al., 2013), and
significant differences in fourth grade math achievement (boys
showed higher achievement than girls). Path analyses revealed that
2
To address any concern that controlling for a posttreatment covariate
(second grade achievement) would introduce bias in the results, we also ran
the same path analyses excluding second grade achievement. The pattern of
results remained the same.
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the indirect paths going from gender to process praise, incremental
motivational frameworks, and finally to fourth grade math achievement and reading comprehension achievement were both significant
(bias-corrected bootstrap 95% CI [⫺.15, ⫺.01] and [⫺9.02, ⫺.79],
respectively). However, these findings should be interpreted with
caution because (a) gender differences in math achievement do not
typically appear until high school (Hyde et al., 1990) or even postsecondary school (Hyde et al., 2008), and so our observed gender
difference in fourth grade math achievement may reflect sample
characteristics; (b) the significant indirect path from gender to reading
comprehension is unpredicted and may also be specific to this sample.
We also conducted two sets of follow-up analyses to test the
robustness of the effects in our main analyses. First, we examined
these effects using total parent talk as an additional control for
parent engagement. The models were the same as our main analyses, with the addition of parent utterances as a predictor of second
grade and fourth grade achievement. We again ran separate models
for math and for reading comprehension. These models were
well-fit for math, 2(6) ⫽ 3.02, p ⫽ .806; CFI ⫽ 1.00, RMSEA ⫽
.00 (90% CI [.00, .11]) and reading comprehension, 2(6) ⫽ 2.39,
p ⫽ .881; CFI ⫽ 1.00, RMSEA ⫽ .00 (90% CI [.00, .09]). In both
models, the direct paths from process praise to motivational framework and from motivational framework to fourth grade achievement remained significant (ps ⬍ .05, percentile bootstrap 95% CIs
did not include zero). Importantly the indirect path from process
praise to motivational framework to fourth grade achievement was
significant for both math (bias-corrected bootstrap 95% CI [.03,
.35]) and reading comprehension (bias-corrected bootstrap 95% CI
[2.35, 19.44]). Thus, the results remained the same even after
controlling for overall parent talk, reducing the possibility that
general parent engagement could account for the effects we report.
Finally, we examined whether the indirect path via motivational
frameworks was driven by children’s beliefs about trait stability or
by their preference for challenge. We first conducted two path
analyses (one for math, and one for reading comprehension) that
were the same as the main analyses except that we replaced the
overall motivational framework score with the “trait beliefs” subscore. These models were well fit (math: 2[4] ⫽ 1.18, p ⫽ .882;
CFI ⫽ 1.00, RMSEA ⫽ .00, 90% CI [.00, .10]); reading comprehension: 2[4] ⫽ 0.50, p ⫽ .974; CFI ⫽ 1.00, RMSEA ⫽ .00, 90%
CI [.00, .00]). The direct paths from process praise to trait beliefs
were significant in each model (ps ⬍ .05, percentile bootstrap 95%
CIs did not include zero), and the direct paths from trait beliefs to
fourth grade achievement were also significant (ps ⬍ .01, percentile bootstrap 95% CIs did not include zero). Finally, the indirect
paths from process praise to trait beliefs to fourth grade achievement were significant as well (math: bias-corrected bootstrap 95%
CI [.02, .33]; reading comprehension: bias-corrected bootstrap
95% CI [1.52, 20.25]). Thus, the results remained the same when
the overall motivational framework measure was replaced with
only those items assessing children’s beliefs about trait stability.
However, when we conducted the same path analyses, replacing
the overall motivational framework score with the “learning goals”
subscore, the results were not the same. Although the models were
well fit (math: 2[4] ⫽ 2.15, p ⫽ .709; CFI ⫽ 1.00, RMSEA ⫽ .00
[90% CI ⫽ {.00, .15}]; reading comprehension: 2[4] ⫽ 1.10, p ⫽
.895; CFI ⫽ 1.00, RMSEA ⫽ .00, 90% CI [.00, .09]), the direct
paths from process praise to learning goals were not significant
(ps ⬎ .10, percentile bootstrap 95% CIs included zero), and the
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direct paths from learning goals to fourth grade achievement were
not significant (ps ⬎ 0.70, percentile bootstrap 95% CIs included
zero). The indirect paths from process praise to learning goals to
fourth grade achievement were also not significant (bias-corrected
bootstrap 95% CIs included zero). In other words, the indirect path
linking parents’ process praise to children’s fourth grade achievement is driven primarily by children’s second to third grade beliefs
about whether traits are stable or malleable, rather than their
reported preference for challenging versus easy tasks.

Discussion
To our knowledge, these findings present the first demonstration
that an assessment of caregiver praise during naturalistic parent–
child interactions between child ages 1 and 3 years indirectly
predicts academic achievement 7 years later, in fourth grade, via
children’s incremental motivational frameworks. We found this
pattern in two critical academic domains: mathematics and reading
comprehension. More specifically, a greater proportion of caregivers’ praise that emphasized process (e.g., “good job working
hard”) predicted the child’s incremental motivational framework 5
years later, which, in turn, predicted the child’s achievement 2
years after that.
Importantly, process praise only predicted achievement insofar
as it predicted children’s development of an incremental motivational framework—we found no direct relation between process
praise and achievement after accounting for this indirect relation.
Furthermore, the path from early process praise to second or third
grade incremental motivational frameworks, and finally to fourth
grade math achievement and reading comprehension, remained
significant controlling for SES, gender, overall parent talk between
1 and 3 years of age, and second grade scores in the same academic
domain. These control measures provide evidence that process
praise and incremental motivational frameworks do not merely
correlate with overall ability. Rather, the findings suggest that
process praise leads children to form incremental motivational
frameworks, which, in turn, improves their academic achievement
over time.
We also examined two theoretically distinct subscores of the
motivational framework measure: trait beliefs and learning goals.
We found evidence that trait beliefs alone formed a link between
parents’ process praise and children’s fourth grade achievement,
but failed to find evidence that learning goals alone formed such a
link. This intriguing finding suggests that trait beliefs can form a
powerful “lens” through which children interpret and react to the
challenges they encounter over time, such as challenges in math or
reading comprehension. In contrast, children’s reported learning
goals may speak more specifically to their taste for challenge at the
time and in the situation in which they report them. However,
given our small sample, this null finding should not be interpreted
as conclusive evidence that early learning goals are unimportant
for children’s academic achievement.
It is important to note that we took relatively brief snapshots of
parents’ early praise behavior. It is, of course, possible that parents
who use more process praise (as a proportion of total praise) when
their children were very young continue to do so as their children
grow older. The fact that parents’ use of process praise was
correlated across the three observations when children were 1, 2,
and 3 years old (Gunderson et al., 2013) does suggest that parents
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may establish a consistent praise style early on. Thus, it may be
parents’ continued use of process praise that leads to children’s
incremental motivational frameworks and achievement. However,
it is unlikely that parents’ concerns about and reactions to their
toddlers are entirely similar to their concerns about and reactions
to their school-age children, who are now confronting academic
work and getting grades and test scores that may be seen by
parents as reflecting their children’s efforts and abilities. Thus,
new parental concerns may come into play over time to change the
nature of their praise to their children. Whether or not this change
occurs, our conclusion would be similar: assessments of parents’
early praise predict children’s later motivational frameworks,
which, in turn, predict their achievement.
Relatedly, we did not find a relation between parents’ person
praise (e.g., “you’re so smart”) and children’s motivational frameworks or achievement. At least one previous study found that
parents’ person praise was more predictive of children’s motivational frameworks than their process praise (Pomerantz &
Kempner, 2013); our study found the opposite pattern, that process
praise was more predictive of later outcomes than person praise.
However, our study examined parents’ praise to 1 to 3 year olds in
naturalistic home settings, whereas Pomerantz and Kempner
(2013) examined parents’ self-reported praise to 5th-graders specifically regarding their schoolwork, leaving open several possible
reasons for the discrepancy between studies. In our study, person
praise to toddlers occurred in response to a variety of nonacademic
situations and commonly included phrases like “good girl” and
“big boy” (Gunderson et al., 2013). Person praise in these contexts
may have a smaller impact on motivational frameworks than
statements like “you’re so smart” in response to children’s schoolwork. In addition, in our study, parents’ person praise to their 1 to
3 year olds was less stable over time than their process praise
(Gunderson et al., 2013). It is possible that parents form stable
patterns of process praise early on when children are 1 to 3 years
old, but form stable patterns of person praise later and only after
children enter school. Our analysis of early praise may not have
captured this later-developing pattern. These results raise interesting questions for future research regarding the relative stability of
person versus process praise in parent– child interactions, as well
as the relative impact of person versus process praise at different
ages and in different contexts.
As anticipated, we did not find relations between process praise,
motivational frameworks, and academic achievement in the domain of reading decoding. Children typically learn challenging
reading decoding skills during the first few years of schooling (i.e.,
before second grade; Treiman, 2000). We therefore did not necessarily expect motivational frameworks to predict growth in decoding achievement between second and fourth grades. It is possible that children who struggle with decoding in later elementary
school would benefit from adaptive incremental motivational
frameworks, but our sample did not include enough struggling
readers to test this prediction. It is also possible that incremental
motivational frameworks would have predicted growth in reading
decoding achievement at earlier ages in our sample, for example,
between kindergarten and second grade.
One limitation of this study is that parents who give a higher
proportion of process praise might also engage in some other
beneficial behavior that our study does not account for—and it
may be this unobserved behavior that shapes incremental motiva-

tional frameworks and academic achievement. Controlling for
overall parent talk and parent SES offsets this possibility somewhat, but not entirely. However, given the substantial evidence
from randomized laboratory experiments showing that process
praise causes children to approach tasks with an incremental
motivational framework (e.g., Cimpian et al., 2007; Corpus &
Lepper, 2007; Kamins & Dweck, 1999; Mueller & Dweck, 1998;
Zentall & Morris, 2010; Zentall & Morris, 2012), we think it is
unlikely that a third variable wholly accounts for these results.
A second limitation of the present study is the relatively small
sample size. One concern stemming from a small sample size is
generalizability. Although the sample was diverse in terms of
family income, parents’ education, and race/ethnicity, future research using larger, nationally (or internationally) representative
samples would increase the generalizability of these findings.
Another concern is that small samples can lead to a lack of power
to detect true effects. To avoid issues with low power, our path
analyses utilized bias-corrected bootstrap estimation, which
greatly increases power to detect indirect effects, especially in
small samples (Fritz & MacKinnon, 2007; MacKinnon, Lockwood, & Williams, 2004), and we did find significant indirect
effects from praise to motivational frameworks to achievement in
the expected domains (math and reading comprehension). However, we are cautious in interpreting the nonsignificant indirect
effect for reading decoding (even though it was expected on the
basis of differences between domains). It is possible that a larger
study may find an effect of praise and motivational frameworks on
reading decoding as well.
A third potential concern is that a small sample size can lead to
low positive predictive value (PPV), the probability that a statistically significant result reflects a true effect (Button et al., 2013).
We estimate, conservatively, that the PPV for the key indirect
effect in our math model is at least 73.2% and for reading comprehension, at least 80.5%, and both may be as high as 95% (see
the online supplemental material Table S2 for details). Although
these results suggest that our results are likely to reflect true
effects, it is nevertheless important for future work to replicate
these effects in a sample with greater power.
Regarding possible concerns with multiple comparisons, we
note that our main analyses consisted of three key tests of our core
hypotheses, namely, the indirect effects from process praise to
motivational frameworks to fourth grade achievement in math,
reading comprehension, and reading decoding. These tests supported our hypotheses, showing significant effects in math and
reading comprehension, but not reading decoding. Additional tests
were presented to provide a richer understanding of the data, and
we believe that a complete report of the results of the study—
especially given the rarity of such long-term data—is most helpful
for advancing research. In sum, although our study has limitations,
we believe that its strengths—including the 10-year-long time
span, the diverse sample, the rich observational measures of parent
praise, and use of carefully selected control variables (SES, gender, prior achievement)—make it important to communicate these
results to the field.
Our results converge with evidence from numerous experimental studies showing that process praise fosters incremental motivational frameworks, and that incremental motivational frameworks play a causal role in improving learning and achievement.
Causal evidence from experimental studies supports both legs of
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the developmental path that we found in our naturalistic data. In
terms of the first leg, studies manipulating praise have found that
process praise causes children to adopt an incremental motivational framework with respect to specific tasks (e.g., Cimpian et
al., 2007; Corpus & Lepper, 2007; Mueller & Dweck, 1998;
Kamins & Dweck, 1999; Zentall & Morris, 2010; Zentall &
Morris, 2012). In terms of the second leg, interventions that instill
incremental motivational frameworks through lessons about the
brain’s ability to grow and change reveal that acquiring incremental motivational frameworks can lead to greater academic achievement, at least among students in middle school through college
(Blackwell et al., 2007; Aronson et al., 2002; Good et al., 2003;
Paunesku et al., 2015). Our research makes the important point that
these relations, established in experimental research, play out in
naturalistic child development: children who hear a higher proportion of process praise at home from their parents are more likely to
develop an incremental motivational framework, which, in turn
predicts their higher growth in academic achievement. In sum, we
present the first long-term developmental picture of the relations
between naturalistic parent praise at home prior to school entry and
incremental motivational frameworks and academic achievement
during the elementary school years. These findings confirm predictions made by years of experimental research in social and
developmental psychology about how praise, motivational frameworks, and achievement operate in real world learning environments— home and school.
Further, our results make a strong case for testing the relationships between process praise, motivational frameworks, and academic achievement more directly through interventions with elementary school aged students and through interventions with
parents and teachers of young children. Although interventions
encouraging an incremental motivational framework have been
quite successful in middle school and above (e.g., Blackwell et al.,
2007), to our knowledge no studies have attempted such interventions among elementary school students. Our correlational results
suggest that motivational frameworks may already impact student
achievement by second grade, creating a strong case for testing this
causal relation directly. Our results also indicate that intervention
studies aimed at parents and teachers may be fruitful. Such interventions should take care to guide parents on how to give process
praise. Although the current research shows that naturalistic process praise predicts incremental motivational frameworks and
achievement, an intervention addressing parent praise needs to
avoid certain pitfalls. For example, consoling a child who is
struggling but not learning by saying “it’s ok, you tried your best!”
without connecting effort to a positive learning outcome might
seem to promote effort, but in fact could deflate the child’s
self-efficacy (Schunk, 1983; Dweck, 2015), and could disincentivize children from seeking new strategies or input from others
that would help them learn. Similarly, praising children too much
or with hyperbolic praise (“that was an incredibly amazing
catch!”) can discourage children from taking on challenges—
especially children with low self-esteem (e.g., Brophy, 1981;
Brummelman et al., 2014). It might also be easy for parents to
misinterpret instructions to increase the proportion of praise that
emphasizes process as an instruction to give very frequent praise.
Any intervention to increase parents’ proportion of process praise
should be careful to clarify this distinction. Nevertheless, our
results suggest that interventions constructed to increase the pro-
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portion of praise children hear that emphasizes how their effort and
strategies lead to learning may be a fruitful way to foster incremental mindsets and long-term academic achievement.
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